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Stute (1982) and M.ason, Shorack and Wellner (1983) have recently completed a thorough 
studv of the limiting behavior of the oscillation of the uniform empirical process. In this paper. 
the corresponding oscillation behavior of the uniform empirical quantile process is investigated. 
It is shown to be closely related to the limiting behavior of the maximum k-spacing of n independent 
Uniform (0,l) random variables, where k can possibly be a function of n. Results of this type 
are directly applicable to the study of the strong consistency properties of various types of density 
estimators. 
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1. Introduction 
Let U2, &,..., be a sequence of Uniform (0,l) random variables. For each 
22 a 1 let U,,,, < 9 l . s Un,* and G, denote the order statistics and the right continuous 
empirical distribution function respectively, based on U,, . . . , U,#. Let V,,(u) = 
n’j2( Q,,( u) - u) for u E [0, l] denote the uniform empirical quantile process, where 
Q,, is the left continuous inverse of G,,. G,, is often called the sample qirantife 
function based on U2, . . . , U,,. The oscillation modulus of V,, is defined to be the 
random function 
for OQKl. 
We will present _a detailed desci*Ipticn of the limiting behavior of w,,(a,,) for 
sequences of positive constants {a,} converging to zero at a variety of rates. For an 
exhaustive study of the corresponding behavior of the oscillation modulus of the 
uniform empirical process U,( 24) = 22 “2(G,(u)- u), the reader is referred to the 
recent w3rk of Stute (1982a) and Mason, Shorack and Wellner [7] (MSW); and 
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for closely related work on the increments of the Wiener and Kiefer processes to 
M. Csiirgii and Chan [l], M. Csiirgii and R6v6sz [2] and R&&z [8]. Results of this 
type are directly applicable to the study of the strong consistency propertics of 
nonparametric density estimators; see Stute 19, lo] and R&&z [8]. 
2. Statements of Main Results 
It will be convenient o describe the limiting behavior of o,(a,) for sequences 
of positive constants of the form a,, = k&z, where k, is a sequence of positive 
integers 1 sk,,sn. Definef(h)=h+ln(l/h)-1. 
Theorem 1. Lel k,, be a sequence of nondecreasing positive integers such that for 
eachnHl. lsk,,sn. Then 
(I) whenever k,,/ln n-+0, 
lim n%,,(k,Jn)/ln n = 1 a.s.; 
I1 4% 
(II) whenever k,,/ln II-C for some 0 < c < 00, 
lim n%,,( k,,/n)/ln rz = c(~y,+ -- 1) a.s., 
I1 +* 
where LY “ is the unique root > 1 off (h ) = l/ c; and 
(III) whenever k,, satisfies the M. CGrgii-Re’visz-Stute (CRS) corditions, i.e. 
(i) k,,/ln n-ao~ along with k,,/ nJ0; and 
(ii) ln(rt/k,,)/ln In u-,m 
lim fl’%(k,,/n)/(2k,, ln(n/k,,j)“‘= 1 a.s. II * x 
(Conditions f i) and (ii) correspond to conditions (i), (ii) iand (iii) of Theorem 0.1 
of Stute [9] and condition (ii) to condition (iii) of Theorem 1 of M. Csiirgd and 
K@v&z [ 21.) 
Remark. !Let CO: (a ) denote the oscillation modulus of the uniform empirical process. 
(wz (a) is defined exactly as w,,(a) but with V,, replaced by U,,.) Under conditions 
( I) and i II I the limiting behaciior of o,, (k,,/ n) differs from that of 0:: (k,,/ n), whereas 
under (HI) (CRS’s conditions) the limiting behavior of the two oscillation moduli 
is the same. (Refer to MSW [ 71 and Stute [9].) The limiting behavior of w,, (a,,) and 
w: (a,,) also remains -the same for sequences of positive constants converging to 
zero at a slower r+te than allowed under CRS’s conditions. Consider the following: 
By Kiefer [S]. 
sup(lV,,(~r)+ U,,(u)l: 0% 14s l)=O((ln 12)’ ‘(InIn n)“‘n ’ ‘) a.5 (1) 
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It is easy to see using (1) that 
wn(a,) = 0: (a,) +O((ln n)*/2(ln In n)1/4nY1/4) as. (2) 
Consider the sequence a, = l/(ln n)’ where O< c < 00. This sequence does not 
satisfy (ii), i.e. with n/ k, replaced by 1 /a, ; but by (2) and Theorem 1 part (III) 
of MSW [7], we have 
lim sup o,(a,)/(2a, In In ~1)“~ =
n+X 
lim SUP 0: (Un)/(2an In In n)1,‘2 = (1 + C)“2 a.s. 
n-+X’ 
This procedure works in general for sequences of positive constants urr converging 
to zero at a slow enough rate. Refer to Theorem 3 and Remark 4 of MSW [7] for 
a more thorough discussion of the limiting behavior of & (a,) for slow sequences. 
We will not prove Theorem 1 directly. Instead, we will prove a theorem equivalent 
to Theorem 1, which describes the limiting behavior of the maximum k-spacing of 
n uniform order statistics. 
For any integer 1 < k s n, the k-spcings of & G l l l s U,,,, are defined to be 
Ri,,(k)= Uk+l,l-Ui,l . . . for i=O,. . . , n+l-k, 
where &,, = 0 and U,,+ I .,, = 1. For any integer 1 s d G n, set 
S,,(d) = max max 
1% k 5 d (I-- i5 nt I-k 
IDi.. - kInI- 
Observe that for any 0 SsSEl, for appropriate Osisjsn+l, 
V,,(t)- V,;(S) = n”’ Uj,fl- Ui,,t-- 
(C 
(i-9 .(i-9 
) 
-- 
ct_Sx, 
) 
/ 9 
n n 
where 
Pi) (&s) <2 - 
n ’ n’ 
Hence it is easy to see that Theorem 1 is equivalent to the following theorem: 
Theorem 2. Let k,, be a sequence of nondecreasing positive integers such that, for 
each na 1, lsk,,sn. Then 
(I’) whenever k,, satisfies the conditions in (I), 
lim n&,(k,,)/ln n = 1 a.~.; PI +‘X 
(II’) whenever k,, satisfies the conditions in (II), 
lim n&(k,)/ln n = c(a: - 1) U.S.; and 
11 -+ -i 
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(IN’) whenetler k, satisfies the conditions in (III), 
lim nS,,( k,)/(2k, ln( n/ k,,))‘jZ = 1 a.s. ,, 4 (X- 
3. Proof of Theorem 2 
First we require some essential in. .L 6r#r;alities and event identities. For 0 < v < 1, let 
A,‘(v)= sup nU%,b + 0) - G,W) 
() 5: ,, S 1 -t 
and 
4,(v)= -inf n(G,(u+o)-G,(u)). 0% UC 1-c 
Define h(x)=x(logx--1)-t+ 
Inequality 1. Let 1 s d < c ==E b c n, where d and b are integers. Then 
P(A,“(c/n)~b)~(n+2-b)exp(-ch(b/c)), 
and 
PW (c/n) a--d)+z+2-d)exp(-ch(d/c)). 
(3) 
(4) 
Proof. Note that 
(This and other event identities and inclusions that appear later on are assumed to 
hold for ail outcomes in the events in question that lie outside a set of measure 
zero. 1 Hence 
rr+l -b 
P(A,:(c/n)a b)s 1 P(Q ,,(b) s c/n), , 
1 -=I) 
which, since 0,~ 6) for i = 0, . . . , II + 1 - b are identically distributed, is 
Also notice that 
=i~l+2_b)P~r2G,,(c/rz)~ b). 
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To prove (3), note that it follows from (i) of Lemma 1 of Wellner [ll] that 
P(G,(a)/a~h)~exp(-nab(h)) 
for O<asl and AH. Taking a=c/n and A = b/c in (5) yields (3). Similarly, it 
follows from (ii) of Lemma 1 of Wellner (1978) that 
P(G,(a)/a s l/h)~exp(-nah(l/h)) 
forO~a~landA~1.Choosinga=c/nandh=c/d~1in(6)yields(4). U 
The following event identities will be very useful later on. For any integer 1 s d d n, 
let 
a:(d)= max max (Di.Ak)-kin) l~k~dO<i5k+l-k 
and 
6,(d)= max max 
lsk=sdnolIff+l-k 
(k/n - Di,n( k)). 
Lemma 1 (Two event identities). For any integer 1 s d s n and constant 0~ c s n 
such that c + d s n, 
and in addition, if d 2 c, 
(7) 
Proof. First consider (7). Observe that there exists a 1 s k s d and 0 s i 6 n + 1 - k 
suchthat Di.,~(k)~Dj,,(k)foreveryO~j~n+l-kand Di,n(k)a(~+k)/nifand 
only if for this same choice of k 
inf{ G,,( u+y) -G,(u):O~u~+----- . 
Similarly to prove (8), notice that there exists a c < k c d and 0~ i =S n + 1 - k 
suchthat Di,,l(k)sD,,,,(k)foreveryOsja,z+l-kand Di,,(k)s(k-c)/nifand 
only if for this same choice of k 
Inequality 1 and Lemma 1 now lead to the following inequality. 
Inequality 2. For any integer 1 s d s n and constant 0 < c s n such that c + d s n, 
P(S,,(d)ac/n)s2(n+2)d exp(-df((c+d)/d)). 
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Proof. First assume that 0 < c s d =S it. Note that 
P(&,(d)~cfn)~P(6~(d)~c/n)+P(S,(d)~c/n), 
which by Lemma 1 is 
&, P(d,(y)a-k)+~CP(d*(y)ak). 
But by Inequality 1 these last two expressions are 
s(n+2) t exp(-(c+k)h(k/(c+d))) 
k-l 
+(n+2) f exp(-(k-c)h(k,l(k-c))). 
k>C 
(10) 
Since for c > 0 (c + x) h( x/( c + x)) is a decreasing function of x > 0, expression 
(9) is 
s(n+2)d exp(-(c+d)h(d/‘(c-+-d))). 
Notice that, for each d 2 k > c, 
(k-c)h(kl(k-c)) &/(2k)&/(2d)=++d)h(d/(c+d)). 
Hence expression (10) is also 
~(n+2)d exp(--fc+d)h(d/(c+d)). 
Next assume that 1~ a’ s c s n. In this case P( &, (d) 3 c/n) = 0. so that 
&5,,(d) 3 c/n) = P(SZ(d) 2 c/n), 
which by the above is 
sd(ra+2)exp(-(c+d)h(d/(c+d))). 
Now observe that h(x) = xf(l/x). El 
It will be convenient o prove part (II’) first. 
Proof of (II’). We will assume without loss of generality that k,, = max([c ln n]. I), 
where 0 < c < 30. ([xl = greatest integer s x.) We will first show that for any @ > @T - 
n -cI x- 
We require the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Lef d,, be a nondecreasing sequence of positive integers such that d,,/nJO 
and let O<prX be given. Then for every 0 < E < 1 there exists a positive number 
lim sup n&,( k,,)/ k,, S p 3.~. (11) 
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a > 1 such that, for all positive integers r sufficiently arge, 
A,=( max [S,(d,)-Bd,ln]>O)cB,(s)uC,(&), 
n,SnSn,,l 
where n, = [al], 
and 
Proof. Observe that 
A,=( max [~%J-Bd,lnl~O~ 4 max ~~Jd,)--~d,l~l~O~, 
n,s ns n,+l n,s ns n,,l 
which since, for k fixed, max( &( k): 0 s i s n + I- k} is a nonincreasing function 
of n and d,/nJO is, for all n sufficiently large, 
4G,(&,+,) 2 Pd,Jn~+~ - 4,+,(nr+l - n,)l(n,n,+l)I 
u{a,+,(dn,+l)~pd,,~.,/n,,,-dn~_,(~,,,-n,)l(n,n,+,)}. 
But a > 1 can be chosen sufficiently close to 1 so that (n,, , - n,)/n, < j3~ for all r 
sufficiently large. Cl 
Choose E > 0 and a > 1 so that 
l+n$(l-e)/n,+,>a: (12) 
for all integers r sufficiently large and the conclusions of Lemma 2 hold. Hence, 
for all r sufficiently large, 
Pi P(&W)+P(C,(d~. 
Applying Inequality 2, we have 
By (12) and the fact that /(A) is an increasing function of A for A > 1, we have 
fU +nrP(1-4/n,+l)> l/c 
for all r sufficiently large. It is easy now to see that there exists a y > 0 such that 
expression (13) is = O(a- yr). Similarly there exists a r > 0 such that 
P(C,(~))~2(n,+,+2)k,,,+, exp(-k,l,f(l+~(1-E)))=O(u-7rj. 
Thus by the BoreI-Cantelli lemma (11) holds for ah p > a,’ - 1. 
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To complete the proof of Part (II’) we must demonstrate that 
lim inf nS,(k,)/k, 2 a: - 1 a.s. 
n-rm 
(14) 
To prove (14) it is sufficient o establish that 
lim max nDi,,( k,)/ln n = ca,’ as., (1% 
n+a;Osisn+l--k, 
but (15) follows easily from the fact that 
lim -A,(ca: In n/n)/ln n = c a.s. (16) n-+X 
A slight modification of the proof of the Erdas-Renyi theorem for the increments 
of the uniform empirical distribution given on pages 161 to 162 of Koml&, Major 
and Tusnaidy [6] shows (16). U 
Proof of Part (I’). Choose any sequence of integers k, such that 16 k,, s n and 
k,/ln n-0. For any 0~ c < 00, set k,!(c) = max([c In n], 1). Notice that for every 
0 c< c< m, almost surely 
CC& - 1) = lim n&,(k,(c))/in n 
PI -rrx 
2 lim sup nS,, ( k,,)/ln n 2 lim inf n6,,( 1 )/In rz. 
n-+x n+Jrj 
It can be verified by elementary methods that c(a: - l)Jl as ~10. In addition, 
observe that 
lim inf nS,( l)/ln n = lim inf rz max Di.,*( 1)/h n; 
II - 1 I1 +x 0% it2 )I 
buN since 
lim n max Di,,l( l)/ln n = 1 a.s., n*r. ()Si-_ n 
(see Devroye (1981)) the proof of Part (I’) is complete. II 
Proof of Part (III’). Let k,, be any sequence of integers satisfying (III). First observe 
that from Lemma 1, we immediately have the following two facts. 
Fact 1. Whenever d is an integer such that 1~ d s n and c > 0 such that (c + 
d)/ns 1, 
- l/2 {S,,(d)~c/n)c(w~((c+d)ln)bcn . I (17) 
Fact 2. Let d,, and c,, be sequences of positive integers and constants respectively 
such that for all n sufficiently large (d, + c,,)/n s 1, then 
(6,,(d,)a c,,/n i.o.}c{wz((c,, +d,)/n) 2 c,n-“” Lo.}. (1% 
(Recall the definition of oz given in the Remark above.) 
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Set A,, = (2k, ln( n/ k,))““. We will first show that 
lim sup n&( k&i,, s 1 a.s. 
n-rm 
(19) 
Choose any E > 0 and set 
cn=(l+E)An and a,=(c,,+k,)/n. 
Observe that 
(Sl) a,,S_O and na+ eventually, 
(S2) ln( l/a,)/ln In n+q and 
(S3) ln(l/a,)/ (na,)+0. 
(These are the conditions of Theorem 0.2 of Stute [9].) Notice that 
n -“*h,/(2an ln( l/a,))“*+ 1. (3-v 
Thus by (18), (20) and Stute [9], for any 0 < 6 < E, 
P(S,(k,)~c,,/n i.o.)~P(o~(a,&(l+S)(2an ln(l/a,))‘/*i.o.)=O. 
Hence we have shown (19). 
We must now establish that 
lim inf n&(k,)lh,, 2 1 a.s. 
n-m 
Choose any 0 < E < 1. We will show that 
Set 
liF+&f nS, (k,,)/h, 3 1 - E a.s. 
CL =(I-E)hn and a; =(k,-cL)/n. 
Notice that 
n&,(k,,)a k,- min 
Os4*n+l-k, 
nDi.ta ( kn )* 
So that 
P(na,(k,)s c:, i.o,)s P( min 
O~iin+l-k, 
U,,,( k,,) 3 a; i.0.). 
Since for each n 2 1 
i min 0 5. i c_ n t I-- k,, o,.,,(k,)~a:,}={A:,(a:,)-~ k,}, 
expression (22) is equal to 
P(Az(ak)-na; c CL i.0.). 
(21) 
(22) 
On the other hand, it is easily checked that the sequence a; also satisfies (Sl), 
(S2) and (S3). So that by applying the results on the bottom of page 96 and the 
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top of page 97 of Stute 193, we have 
Jim inf n-“*(~~(a:,)-na:,)/(2a:, ln(l/a#l/Z~ 1 a.s. 
n-r 
Since the sequence a; also satisfies the condition in (20), we conclude as 
above that the probability in (22) is equal to zero. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2. Cl 
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